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NOEL ALLENDE-GOITÍÁ, Composer

Composed 1995

*Dulce Atabal*
Yu-Lien The, Alto Recorder
Michael Haddad, Piano

Composed 1998

*Mensura*
Number 1

Composed 2002

*String Quartet Number 6*
LA CATRINA STRING QUARTET
Daniel Vega-Albela, Violin
Alfredo Hernández Cadena, Violin
Jorge Martinez Rios, Viola
Alan Daowz Méndez, Cello

Composed 1999

*La persistencia de la memoria*
Number 1

Composed 1992

*String Quartet Number 3 (“Havana”)*
LA CATRINA STRING QUARTET
Daniel Vega-Albela, Violin
Alfredo Hernández Cadena, Violin
Jorge Martinez Rios, Viola
Alan Daowz Méndez, Cello

Building emergencies will be indicated by spoken announcement within the seating area. In any emergency, walk – do not run – to the nearest exit. Please turn off all cell phones and pagers during the performance. Thank you.